CALL FOR PAPER

2022 The 3rd International Conference on Information Technology and Internet of Things

Wuhan, China | April 22-25, 2022

★ Proceedings
Accepted papers will be included in the conference proceedings, which are to be submitted for index by Ei Compendex, Scopus, IET etc. major databases.

★ Submission
Online Submission Link:
http://confsys.iconf.org/submission/itiot2022

Notice:
* For presentation only, submit your abstract only.
* For publication & presentation, full paper is necessary.
* English is the official language of the conference.
* Paper Template: http://www.itiot.net/files/template.doc

Topics
※ Information Technology
   Artificial Intelligence
   Business Intelligence and Applications
   Cloud Computing in E-Commerce Scenarios
   Computer Network
   Data Analytics and Big Data
   Distributed Systems
   E-Business Systems Integration and Standardization, E-government
   E-Commerce Risk Management
   Electronic Business Model and Method
   Evolutionary Computation and Algorithms
   Image Processing and Multimedia Technology
   Information System Integration and Decision Support
   Intelligent Information Processing
   Internet of Things, Data Mining
   Machine Learning
   Mobile Computing
   Natural Language Processing
   Recommender system
   Semantic Web Service Architecture for E-Commerce
   Service Oriented E-Commerce and Business Processes
   Signal Detection and Processing
   Software Engineering
   Technique and Application of Database Visualization and Computer Graphic

※ IOT Topics:
#Topic area 1: IoT Experimental and Deployment
#Topic area 2: IoT Applications and Services
#Topic area 3: Connectivity, Security, and Privacy for IoT
#Topic area 4: Electronics and Signal processing for IoT

Please find more topics at: http://www.itiot.net/cfp.html

Committee

Conference Chairs
Yang Xiao, IEEE Fellow & IET Fellow, The University of Alabama, USA
Bo Yang, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, China

Program Chairs
Xiaodong Liu, SMIEEE, FHEA, Edinburgh Napier University, UK
Osamu Uchida, Tokai University, Japan

Program Co-Chairs
Nobuo Funabiki, Okayama University, Japan
Jang Ju Wook, Sogang University, South Korea

Technical Committee
Ahmed Abdelgawad, Central Michigan University, USA
Dawn Iris Calibo, Siquijor State College, Philippines
MFMDirdhous, University of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka
Si Cheung Hui, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Jinghuey Khor, University of Southampton, Malaysia
Ali Yavari, Swinburne University of Technology, Australia

Important Dates

Submission Deadline
Nov. 1, 2021

Acceptance Date
Nov. 25, 2021

Registration Deadline
Dec. 15, 2021

CONTACT US

Louie Wang
itiot@academic.net
134-0855-5552
http://www.itiot.net/